
Comprehension in A Minor 

The ancient iron skillet I used to cook dinner tonight performed its usual magic, thanks to the 
delectable glass of Cabernet that accompanied the meal. As the academic Irish side of my 
forefathers would say, it’s not drinking, it’s field research. 

Better still was what accompanied the meal: a classical music playlist featuring Beethoven that 
I’ve neglected for several months. Here’s the story: 

In the early part of the 1800s, a wealthy Russian ambassador to Vienna, Andreas Razumovsky, 
offered Beethoven a lot of money to write string quartets for him. Beethoven took the money 
and wrote what today are known as, naturally, the Razumovsky Quartets.   

These quartets were so fast and difficult that it was hard to find musicians who could play 
them. Listen to Quartet No. 3 and you hear what I mean. Razumovsky reportedly was not very 
happy; the critics and the public didn’t like how the quartets deviated from the established 
norm of chamber music, and of course Beethoven didn’t care.  

But there was one review published in 1807 that is worth quoting here: "Three new, very long 
and difficult Beethoven string quartets … are attracting the attention of all connoisseurs. The 
conception is profound and the construction excellent, but they are not easily comprehended.” 

That was it, a reminder thanks to Beethoven.  I’m just a kid who grew up in Oildale. I didn’t take 
academic study seriously until much later in life. But I am reminded through musical magic 
what a joy it is, at any age, to desire to discover and experience things that are “not easily 
comprehended.” 

No one can easily comprehend quantum theory; that’s according to the physicists who 
established it.  Does that mean we shouldn’t read about it, and at least try to understand the 
mystery a little better? How did it get started, and how did the paradoxical aspects develop 
over the years?  

Pursuing those questions is the subject of my documentary project. You might need a glass of 
wine when you watch it. 


